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OPERATIONAL ANALYSIS:

TSS: TIlE FIRST DAY
by Jerrold Thomas
It seems like TSS is one of those games that
inspires you to ponder and write- I have three
more articles on hand dealing with various
aspects of the game. One of them is similar in
subject to this one by Jerrold although taking
a somewhat
different
approach
to the
"first-day" problem.
Can you folks stand
another article on first-day operations? If so,
let me know via the Feedback question in this
issue.
-RAS

-'

Terrible Swift Sword is the first of SPI's giant
battle games, and as such it is an impressive
beginning. The feel of this classic meeting
engagement, and of Civil War tactical
combat, is captured without forcing the
players to recreate a classic defeat.
History will rarely be repeated in this game
because the lesson of history is so clear-the
Confederates must strike on July 1, and the
Union must not be permitted to dig in
unmolested on Cemetery Hill and Cemetery
Ridge. The Confederates have a substantial
edge-3 to 2 in manpower, 4 to 3 in guns, and
better than 2 to 1 in leadership-and
will
usually heavily contest the key hills.
The Union player will have to decide whether
to make a firm stand on these hills or to fall
back, trying to whittle down the Confederate
strength for a counterattack on July 2. In
either case, July 1is the most freewheeling day
of the battle, as each new reinforcement has a
large effect on the overall strength of each
army.
This article will therefore concentrate on
strategies for July 1, as well as first covering
some of the important aspects of game tactics
which are essential to implementing any kind
of strategy, and which remain valid throughout the game.
TACTICSIN
TERRIBLE SWIFT SWORD

The two key tactical determinants in the game
are the stacking limits and the sequence of
play/sequence of fire. The basic advantage
which the defender enjoys is embodied in the
Defensive Fire Phase, which not only gives the
defender the first shot, but also can work in
conjunction with the "rout" rules and the
Combat Results Table to prevent the attacker
from conducting planned assaults.
The stacking limits tend to divide the
regiments into classes based on size. The one
and two-Strength Point units become the
skirmishers, and the four-Strength Point and
larger units become the "heavy" regiments
for assaults. TJ1e three-Strength Point units
serve in both capacities with reduced
efficiency.
Skirmishing

Much of the combat in the American Civil
War was fire between skirmish lines of

infantry. In Terrible Swift Sword, skirmishing
involves fire between opposing lines where at
least one of the lines does not intend to assault
the other.
In all diagrams Player A is in italic. Player P is
in regular type.
Figure I shows a skirmishing situationPlayer A has a line of skirmishers who intend
to engage in fire combat-although they are
outnumbered 23 to 10, the difference in
expected effect is not so great. If Player P has
the first fire, the expected results are, losses
1.5 A to .666 P, "Pin" results .5 A to .666 P. If
Player A has the first fire, the results are 1.07
A to 1.0 P for loss and .58 A to 1.0 P for "Pin"
results. Should Player A enjoy a terrain
advantage, the results shift even more in his
favor.
Although the skirmishers may lose somewhat
more than the opposing line, their job is to
pick away at the larger enemy regiments and
to pin them down. In this regard a loss to a
two-Strength Point (hereafter abbreviated SP)
unit does not impair its effectiveness for
skirmishing, while a loss to a 4 or 5 SP unit can·
significantly reduce its effectiveness at close
quarters.
One thing to note in the figure is the distance
-skirmishers cannot, by themselves, afford
to get involved too closely with stronger forces.
Usually they operate at a distance because the
enemy is in a fixed defensive position, because
they fall back as he advances, or because they
are operating with other, stronger forces
which the enemy must respect.
Skirmishers, who are less affected by attrition
than are large regiments, are also used as
"cover," either by being deployed in a
Figure I

skirmish line in front of a deploying assault
force, or by being stacked on top of large
regiments when they move directly adjacent to
the enemy. In both cases, the function of the
skirmishers is to absorb attritionallosses from
enemy fire in order to preserve the fire and
assault value of the screened large regiments.
The Confederates can also stack their elite (A
and B rated) skirmishers on top of their
assaulting stacks, trading reduced chances of
rout for less offensive fire ability. Such a trade
would be made in situations where the
attackers have a big advantage for melee and
do not need to cause pre-assault attrition.
Late in the game, both sides can use the small
regiments left from brigades over their BCE
limits to provide assault "cover"; since the
regiments cannot melee in any case, no
assault effect is lost. The use of Commanders
can assure that such "cover" units are not
within the command radius of their Officers,
so the desired rout will not effect the other
units of the brigade.
Examples of entire commands best suited for
skirmishing are Gordon's Brigade of Early's
Confederate Division, and the Second Division of the Union First Corps.
The Large Regiments

Only 4SP regiments or larger can form 8 SP
stacks-these Large Regiments (LR's) form
the core of any assault force as well as having a
considerable fire value. Basically, the bigger
they are the more valuable, since both fire and
melee power become more concentrated.
Normally LR's should not become involved in
firefights except to "mop up" or against other
LR's. LR's draw fire whenever they are
exposed, and they can be attritioned into
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relative impotence without ever making
effective use of their size. The main functions
of LR's will be examined more closely in the
sections on assaults.
The Good, The Bad, and the Useless

The second, and distinct, characteristic of
units is their morale rating, subsequently
referred to as their quality. Morale is most
important in the assault, since assaulting
units are most likely to suffer their losses
before they have had the chance to be effective
through melee or offensive fire.
The bulk of the infantry of both armies are
"C" and "D" units, distributed about 3 D's to
2 C's, Interestingly, both sides have some of
their worst units, as well as their best units, on
the first day, though the Union force is
especially plagued with "green" units, having
61 SP's of "E" rated units on day 1.
On Day 2, the Confederates receive, in their
Cavalry, a very large body of elite "B" units,
which can effectively lead any counterattacks,
but which are expensive to lose. Most of the
other elite Confederate units are smaller, and
their use will necessarily involve giving up
some firepower for morale.
The Union forces have only two elite brigades;
fortunately one of them is the "Iron Brigade",
1/1/1. The Union forces will depend heavily
on this unit on the first day, but some attempt
should be made to preserve a remnant, since,
with its high BCE level, it can still be useful
even when heavily depleted.
Fire Distribution

(Long Range)

Proper fire distribution is essential if you are
to get the maximum effect from your units in
the many firefights that occur in Terrible
Figure II

Figure III
Swift Sword. Most firefights occur at either a

four or five hex range, or adjacent. Fire
exchanges at 2 or 3 hex range are rare because
the defender receives a substantial increase in
fire effect without the attacker being able to
follow up any of his successes with a melee
attack.
Figure II gives an example of a firefight at

long range. (For this and all the other
distribution diagrams, the symbol -A shall
represent "fires at;" it will be followed by the
key letter of the target unit and, in
parentheses, the column on the Fire Combat
Results Table used for that combat.)
Examples of an optimum first fire for each
player would be, for Player A: ab -A q (4-6), c
split -A r, t (1-3); d,e -A s (4-6); f -A u (1-3)/
for Player P: p split -A a,b (1-3); q,s,t -A c
(4-6); r split -A b,d (1-3); u -A e (1-3).

While in actuality each regiment would have
simply fired at the enemy opposite him, the
above patterns yield the maximum in
expected enemy losses. One of the basic points
demonstrated in the patterns is, for long
range fire, to split the fire of even strength
regiments (such as c and r) and to combine the
fire of odd sized regiments (as with a and b).
This ability to split the fire of even sized LR's
will allow you to concentrate with other units,
and, in some cases, to avoid firing useless
rounds-as an example, you have a 4 and a 3
and two targets; split the fire of the 4,
reducing the chances of ammunition depletion by 1/36th. Avoiding unnecessary ammunition depletion can be especially crucial
on July 1before the supply trains have arrived.
The patterns above are designed to maximize
losses; should the players desire to increase
the chances for "Pin" results, shifts could be
made such as, for Player A: switch d to also
-A q (7-9), leaving e -A s (1-3)/ for Player P:
fire only t at c (1-3).
Other possible options include shifting the
points of concentration. Player A is planning
on a continuation of the firefight, so he is
concentrating on two "3" strength units,
figuring that they have a .greater chance of
Routing if they are hit again on a subsequent
turn; Player P has a compromise, concentrating on one of Player A's LR's. If an
assault were imminent, Player P might well
concentrate all his fire on the three LR's,
hoping to attrition them.
Fire Distribution (Melee Situations)
In Figure III, Player A has advanced to Melee

with Player P, who is defending a line of
breastworks. In such situations the two
Players have very different aims, so each will
be treated separately.
For the Defender, the key consideration is
obtaining "Pin" results; this result prevents a
whole stack from firing or meleeing and can
facilitate a counterattack by creating gaps in
the line, of meleeing units. The Defender
cannot get more than 1/6th chance for a
"Pin': with small arms fire., so he must be
careful to maximize his chances. The best way
to accomplish this is to keep the individual
combats on the 1-3, 7-9, 10-15, and 16-21
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columns of the CRT, and to avoid the 4-6
column. As an example, a good fireplan for
Player P might be: lSP of p --- a (1-3); 3SP of
p, lSP of q --- b (7-9); 3SP of q, lSP of r --- c
(7 -9); 2SP of r, 3SP of s --- d (10-15); lSP of s,
ASP of t --- e (10-15); lSP of t,u --- f (10-15.
Note that the first two battles are fought on
the 1-3 and 7-9 columns, rather than both on
the 4-6 column, to maximize the chances for a
"Pin" result which would take a whole stack
out of the assault for certain. Also note that
the 10-15 column battles were fought against
a "6" and a "5" since there is a chance for a 2
SP loss on this column which would reduce
the effectiveness of a "6" or "5" rather more
than a "7."
The plan above assumes equal quality (or
morale ratings) for the attacker's force.
Where an assault force contains mixed or
poor quality regiments, the defender (still
going for maximum "Pin" results) should
concentrate his casualty probabilities on the
poorer regiments to increase the chances for a
rout.
For the attacker, the key point is to split every
unit's fire. This is necessary to keep all options
open for the attacker, as a firing unit can
melee only a unit that it fired upon. Generally,
the attacker wants to cause casualties. He can
either concentrate on the poorer quality
regiments, hoping to rout them, or concentrate on the stronger defending positions,
trying to increase his chances of success in the
subsequent melee by attrition.
The attacker should allow for one SP lost per
unit when he makes his fire pre-plan. Such a
plan for Player A might be: a, lSP of b --- P
(7 -9); 4SP of b, 4SP of c --- q (10-15); 2SP of c,
2SP of d --- r (4-6); 3SP of d, lSP of e --- s
(4-6); 3SP of e, 2SP of f --- t (7 -9); lSP of f --u (1-3).The following points deserve note: fire
is concentrated on q rather than p because q
has a weaker bottom unit, and would present
an optimum melee even if it did not rout both
units; the 7-9 column is used against p and t
because those hexes contain the units which
might be most effective in the counterattack,
and which it would most benefit the attacker
to "Pin."
Assault Stacking
Figure III also demonstrates the best way to

stack adjacent hexes when you plan to melee;
Figure IV

the staggering of unit sizes, as in 7 + 1, 6 + :2,
5 + 3, 4 + 4, 5 + 3, etc. The benefit of such a
stacking arrangement is shown in Figure IV,
which represents a portion of the position
shown in Figure III, after offensive and
defensive fire. Here offensive fire has routed
the top units from two positions, but has left
two others untouched, (defensive fire caused
lSP loss to each attacking stack). Because the
units have all split their fire, and have a
staggered stacking pattern, they can concentrate as shown on the stronger stacks while
using the smaller units to attack the weaker
positions-this
gives the best chance of
carrying the entire position; an important
factor in resisting a counterattack.
The Attacker has two options as to stacking
order; if he means to assault immediately, he
should place the better quality regiments on
top, regardless of size; this willexpose them to
attrition, but will reduce the chances of a rout
due to casualties, thus preserving the
maximum effective strength for the assault.
In some cases, such as two 4's stacked with a
leader defending behind a breastwork, the
attacker may want to place a small, poor
quality regiment on top, assuming that it will
be routed but that the full firepower of the
larger unit will be available to attrition the
defender, so that a later assault might have a
chance to succeed.
The defender has the same two choices. His
action should be based on whether he is trying
to hold the first rush, or he plans to rely on a
counterattack to regain the position. If he
wants to hold, he should place the largest of
his better quality regiments on top to
maximize defensive fire and to reduce the
chances of losing the position through rout. If
he plans to counterattack,
the larger
regiments should be on the bottom to shield
them from attrition, and from withdrawal fire
if they must shift to counterattack.
Artillery

Tactics

In Terrible Swift Sword, artillery is basically a
defensive weapon. It's primary offensive use is
against enemy artillery. An indirectly offensive use for artillery is to fix a defender in
position through "Pin" results. Since artillery
has a one-third chance of securing a "Pin" on
the 1-3 factor column of the Fire Combat
Results Table, batteries can be split to deliver

one factor to each target. Since artillery also
can fire in the Bombardment Phase, before
the attacker moves, the attacker can plan his
movement to take advantage of the units
"pinned" -if the attacker then follows up
with other artillery firing in the Offensive Fire
Phase, and with offensive small arms fire, he
can expect to have immobilized more than
two thirds of the defending units.
Defensive artillery firepower can be deadly,
especially fire from the 6-gun batteries. Often
on July 1, the Union will have to leave artillery
to defend nearly alone in order to make
infantry available on a threatened sector.
Figure V shows one way that this can be
accomplished. The skirmisher units are there
to blunt the assault-the
artillery can be
reached directly from the X'ed hexes, but
units in those hexes have already received
withdrawal fire from the infantry, and must
receive 24 to 48 factors of artillery fire, plus
defensive fire from the infantry if necessarythe artillery can also execute a "retire by
prolonge" if necessary.
If the attacker only moves adjacent to the
infantry, then the artillery can fire into all the
possible hexes at a two hex range with 8-18
factors per hex and would still have two fire
phases before a melee is even possible.
Perhaps the key point when using artillery in
defense is to use it "en masse" -isolated
single batteries are readily captured, and the
cost in victory points will exceed the value of
the losses inflicted.
Breastworks

The problem with breastworks is the time it
takes to construct them; inevitably, when you
need them for defense you can least spare the
units for construction. A compromise is sometimes worthwhile, wherein breastworks are
built on every other hex, as shown in Figure V.
Such a line can be defended either lightly, as
shown, or with 8SP's in each hex-its defense
is not compromised by this arrangement since
only 8SP's of attacking units can melee even if
16SP's move adjacent to each.
Breastworks are often better built one or two
hexes in front of ridge or crest hexes rather
than on the same hexsides. This not only gives
the position some depth, but also maximizes
the melee effect of breastworks, which is lost
when the"breastwork hexside coincides with
the ridge or crest hexside. This positioning
also adds a movement effect; an often overlooked characteristic of breastworks. The
movement cost for the breastwork hexside can
force the attacker to spend two turns exposed
to heavy defensive fire, especially when the
effect can be enhanced by either a second line
of breastworks or by natural terrain.
Another point, illustrated in Figure IV, is the
orientation of breastworks in a line. The
pattern shown in Figure IV is optimum
because it allows for continued defensive
benefits even if part of the line is captured.
Aligning all of the counters the same creates
an exposed flank; which if seized eliminates
these benefits.
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Figure V

UNION ARTILLERY

Reserves
Whether attacking or defending, the tactical
system of Terrible Swift Sword compels the
establishment and maintenance of reserves.
(Whether the units are actually in "Reserve"
status or not is immaterial-the
key considerations are that the units are unengaged
and available). Casualties in close combat will
always be high, and no attack or position can
be maintained without a constant flow of
fresh troops.
For the Defender, some key points are:
1) Reserves must be accessible-given the low
movement ability of enemy infantry, it is
usually possible to determine the most
threatened sectors and to shift reserves to
those sectors.
2) Reserves should be LR's-the purpose of
reserves is to provide the core of a second
attack or a counterattack, and they cannot do
this adequately unless they are leavened with
LR's.
3) Reserves should not be posted directly
behind the defending line-the
optimum
distance is 2 hexes back. Reserves adjacent to
a line willbe in the Zone of Control of successfully meleeing enemy units, and will be
subject to withdrawal fire if they must
redeploy.
The attacker should consider the following
suggestions:
1) Use arriving units as reserves-often units
are thrown into a battle from the march, and
if units are arriving, count them as reserves
rather than holding back others.
2) Position reserves so that they threaten
assaults in new areas, as well as being
positioned to reinforce your current assaults.
Assault (Melee) Rules of Thumb
How large a sector can you assault?
Determine the number of 8SP stacks that you
can form from the assault force, and divide
this by 2 to allow for forces to continue the
assault; if the defender cannot assemble any
8SP stacks, then you can optionally count the
number of stacks you can form equal to the
largest defending stack, and halve that
number-the result is your assault frontage.
Remember to count in units which are
arriving and will be available on the next turn,
for both sides, when computing the largest
defending stack and the number of equal
stacks that you can assemble.

Which sector to assault? This will often be
dictated by the Victory Conditions, but even if
the ultimate goal of an assault is known to
both players, the attacker can select some
intermediate objectives which will give some
indirectness to his approach. In doing this,
the attacker should select a site which he feels
he can carryon a 4+ hex frontage. This width
of front is necessary to give some security from
the inevitable counterattack-if
even two of
the hexes can be held through the counterattack, then the follow-up assault should
succeed.
Assaulting artillery? Don't, if you can help
it-the same holds true for infantry positions
backed by artillery. When you must assault
such positions, it is usually better to place
your smaller, poorer units on the top, so that
the larger unit below will be shielded from the
artillery fire and will be less likely to be routed
out of position. When a position is artillery
backed, you do not have to worry so much
about a melee counterattack, since the
artillery makes it difficult to assemble an
adjacent force.
When to assault? Generally, the sooner the
better, as Gettysburg was a meeting engagement, and each side is always getting new
troops. However, in most positions, some
preparatory small arms fire should be
considered, to attrition some of the defensive
units, and to possibly rout some of them out.
BASIC FIRST DA Y STRATEGIES
Union Strategies
The Union is in a basically defensive posture
on the first day. The Union forces are an
uneven mixture of good and bad troops which
are opposed by some of the very best and
largest Confederate Divisions. The Union
player must defend skillfully, falling back at
times and holding firm when he can. The
Union must always act carefully-the defensive advantages of Civil War combat will not
help the brittle Union forces if they get too
closely engaged on July 1.
Let me note at this point that I am not
referring to the First Day Scenario where the
Union should be prepared to die to the last
man to defend the key hills, as there can be no
second day counterattack. Since casualties
have little meaning in this or any other
scenario, both players will be much more
aggressive.

The Union must attempt to derive benefit
from his disadvantage-namely, that he faces
the best Confederate Divisions. He can do this
by attritioning them on the first day, even if he
cannot defeat them. By whittling these
divisions down, especially the many LR's that
they contain, the Union can cripple the
Confederate's ability to defend Culp's and
Cemetery Hills on the second day, when the
Union gets its best troops.
The caution about not becoming too closely
involved goes double for Buford's Cavalry.
The Union player must not forget that increased firepower does not increase the size of
the units. In this regard I feel compelled to
caution Union Players against adopting the
defensive strategy espoused by Mr. Berg in
Moves 29. Against a competent Confederate
Player, this plan invites a major disaster
which will not only fail to hold McPherson's
Ridge, but will also lose an excessive amount
of cavalry.
There are two basic flaws in that strategy
which are instructive. First, the cavalry is too
dispersed to render mutual assistance.
Second, the units are too exposed to
Confederate fire. Buford's two main problems, lack of troops and lack of movement,
are compounded by this deployment.
The idea that the Carbines provide security is
a myth-refer to the section on Confederate
strategies for a clear example. The only way
that the Union can achieve relative security is
to mass on four hexes, and this invites
Confederate flanking maneuvers. It also
increases Union vulnerability to pinning fire,
since it gives artillery two fires for one round
of ammo.
It may seem paradoxical that the Cavalry have
a movement handicap, but they do. Mounting
is a time-consuming process that leaves the
cavalry horribly vulnerable to any fire, and yet
dismounted cavalry cannot use the pike or the
railroad bed. The Confederates "flying
reserve" (see Confederate Strategies) can
wreak havoc with cavalry that must withdraw
under fire. This limitation is compounded hy
the Confederate's artillery dominance, which
willbasically mean that any Union unit which
can be fired on by the Confederate Artillery
has a 2/3 chance of being "pinned" every
turn.
Note also that to put the Horse artillery on hex
21lSA invites its slaughter by Confederate
artillery which can be unlimbered on 1221A,
1322A, 1422A, etc., by the 0820 turn.
A better tactic is to defend one hex away from
the ridge until the Confederates are in a
position to assault, and then fall back. Realistically the Union Player cannot hope to hold
McPherson's Ridge without sacrificing most
of his cavalry-an unjustified sacrifice. If the
"Fall Back" option is in use, the Union Player
should consider making use of it, as a unit
pinned during a retreat is as good as lost.
The practical goal of Buford is to keep Heth
behind Seminary Ridge until the First Corps
starts arriving, and to turn Heth northward if
he is willing. 1/1 and 2/1 can usually stop
Heth, especially since they give the Union
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some artillery for the first time. I initially
defend in the sunken road, falling back to
Cemetery Hill if Heth presses-the main job
of these divisions is to wear down those big
regiments of Heth's, so that they will not be
available to assist Rodes and Early later on.
A key Union decision will be when and where
to bring on Doubleday's division (311). In a
Scenario game I would always bring it on at
1100, but in the Campaign game I would do so
only if Heth were heavily engaged elsewhere or
had turned north of Chambersberg Pike.
With Heth at large, the units are certain to
face a heavy attrition, since they are isolated
and without artillery support. The value of
these units is that they are LR's, and it is
better to wait till 1400 if that will give them a
chance to reach the main battle area intact.
One of the main problems with the I Corps is
its lack of LR's. The First and Second
Divisions contain only four, and two of these
are musket-armed. This means that the
burden of melee action will fall on the XI
Corps. Therefore the Union should attempt to
prevent the establishment of a large Confederate battery on southern Seminary Ridge
before 1240 to allow the 1st Division, XI Corps
to move forward in column as fast as possible.
The Union Player should also try to keep the
XI Corps units out of firefights, as the
Confederates will try to attrition them with
Heth and Pender. The Union should try to
preserve some units from the First Division, I
Corps, to stack with the large, but poor
quality XI Corps units for melee purposes.
Meanwhile, the Second Division, I Corps, has
hopefully been digging in to the north and
west of Cemetery and Culp's Hills. Once the
initial breastworks are complete, XI Corps
should take over digging while the Second
Division goes over to skirmish duty. The
Union Player should be resigned to losing this
division to the last man to shield his LR's for
the cruciallate afternoon period.
The crisis of the defense will occur about
1500, when the attack by Rodes and Early will
be at full strength. The Union should be more
concerned here about preserving its artillery
for the retreat and attritioning the Confederates than with holding the position. (The
obvious exception is the First Day Scenario,
where the Union will die to a man before
giving up the hills.) If Early and Rodes can be
sufficiently weakened, the Union can lose the
hills and still win the game. Remember the
BCE levels, and try to distribute fire so that
you bring as many of the Confederate
brigades as possible over their limits. The XI
Corps is very expendable here, since its low
BCE levels will make it worthless after 1700
even with minor losses. The problem will be
keeping the Corps in action long enough to
take these losses (and to inflict some).
If and when the Union must abandon the
hills, the artillery units can be a useful shield.
They can execute "Retire by Prolonge" every
turn to give the infantry time to regroup, or to
give the XII Corps time to deploy. The arrival
of the XII Corps, and the fall of night, will
usually permit the stabilization of positions,
since night attacks can be disastrous for both

sides. If the Union still holds or even contests
the hills at nightfall, the Union will likely win;
and even if they are driven from the hills, they
still have a formidable overall strength
advantage with their best units yet to arrive.
The III Corps is beyond the scope of this, since
it usually does not get into action before
nightfall. The Third Division of the I Corps
use will depend on the situation. If the hills
can be held or contested, throw them in, if not,
use them like the XII Corps, to stabilize the
front. Be especially careful of 3/3/1. Those
RTs are unique in the Union Army, and with
their low BCE and Morale levels, they must be
held for the right moment.
Confederate Strategies
The Confederate First Day objectives fall
neatly into three phases. First they must
defeat the Union Cavalry and take MePherson's Ridge; second they must advance to
clear Seminary Ridge; and third they must
assault and carry Cemetery and Culp's Hills.
The more firmly Buford holds, the more
quickly he can be defeated. Whenever Buford
can be meleed with a maximum force-do itl
Against anyone Brigade, you can mount a
crushing assault as shown in Figure VI. This
assault has an expected result of 4.33
Confederate to 5.66 Union SP's lost if the
Union stands the melees, and 3.33 Confederate to 3.33 Union SP's if the Union
Player decides to retreat before melee. Since
Cavalry counts triple for victory points,
holding a position can be very expensive for
them. The assault shown can be mounted as
soon as the 0900 turn.
The only way for the Union to prevent such an
assault from succeeding is to mass all of his
cavalry at one position. If he attempts this, he
can be easily outflanked, pinned, and
trapped. When conducting flanking movements, don't be limited to the brigade organizations-you have two Commanders present
and can "custom-make" each force for
maximum effectiveness. (Usually this will
involve mixing small and large regiments so
that stacks of eight factors can be formed.)
The Confederate artillery should be used in
halves, in a kind of "bounding" maneuver.
Half of the artillery unlimbers to fire while the
other half stays limbered and advances; next
turn the roles are reversed. With the Pike to
speed movement, this tactic can allow for a
10-12 hex advance each turn with constant
artillery support. You need no more than half

your guns to blanket the Union Cavalry, so no
effect is lost. The first guns should unlimber
on hex 1322A and adjacent hexes on the 0840
turn, with one or two "T" batteries going to
0819A and 0719A.
"The Flying Column" One of the biggest
handicaps of the Union Cavalry is its inability
to use the Pike and the Railroad without
mounting. This means that it will take at least
three turns to get from Herr Ridge to
McPherson's Ridge. You can turn this retreat
into a disaster with a "Flying Column" made
up of a pair of limbered Artillery units ("H"
batteries are perfect for this role), and 16-20
Infantry SP's left in column on or next to the
Pike. This force can advance nine hexes and
still leave column formation, or it can go six
hexes down the Railroad bed. Should the
Union mount his units, get all the guns you
can on them and "make hay." Your real
objective may be McPherson's Ridge, but
three Victory Points per SP is too much to
turn down.
McPherson's Ridge should fall about 1000
with an aggressive (and expensive) Union
defense, or sooner with more caution on
Buford's part. Once it is held, your objective
becomes seizing Seminary Ridge, with Heth's
position centering south of the HagerstownFairfield Road. Here your huge artillery
superiority can be most useful. Offensive use
of artillery can unhinge any Union position,
and the shortage of LR's in the I Corps will
handicap them for melee as well. Since Heth
willoften be over his BCE levels in any case by
1700, don't be afraid to pitch into III-you
can sometimes even conduct successful
firefights, since a quarter of the units have
only musket-smoothbores.
When Pender arrives he should go in to the
north of Heth. Since Pender has so few LR's,
he can be best used for firefighting and
attempting to attrition the Union LR's,
especially those of the XI Corps. If the XI
Corps is held back, Pender might consider an
assault to completely crush the I Corps,
forcing the XI Corps to its rescue. Meanwhile
Heth will be between Doubleday's division
and the rest of the Union forces. The Union
Commander will either have to attack an
enemy with superior artillery, delay Doubleday, or send him on a circuitous route to the
south. Heth will be trying to turn most of
Doubleday's "4's" into "B's" or smaller.
While Heth and Pender are not going to try to
take Cemetery Ridge, they should be within
[continued

Figure VI
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CONFEDERATE
COMBAT
STRENGTH
RECORD
I Corps [Longstreet

- 3]

McLaw's Division - 2
(7/14) C Kershaw(4-2): 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 1
(/17)
D Semmes(4-1):S,4,4,4
(8/15) C Barksdale(3-1): 4, 4, 3, 4
(10/23) D Wofford(4-1): 6,5,6,4,2
Cabell's Arty: T4, N4, N4, H4
Pickett's Division - 2
(7/14) C Garnett(4-1):3,3,2,3,3
(8/16) C Armistead(4-2): 3,4,3,3,3
(8/16) C Kemper(4-1): 2,4,3,4,3
Dearing Arty: T6, N4, N4, N4
Hood's Division - 2
(8/18) D *Law(4-2): 3, 6, 3, 3, M3
(7/18) D Anderson(4-1): 4, 4, 3, 3, 4
(11/13) B Robertson(4-1): 4, 3, 3, 3
(7lIS)
C Benning(3-1): 4,4,4,3
•
Henry Arty: T6, T4, N6, N4
Artillery Reserve
Alex. Arty: T4, T4, T3, N4, N4, H3
EsW. Arty: N4, N4, N4, N4

Heth's Division - 1
(12/26) D Pettigrew(4-1): 6,8,6,6
(3/8) D Brockenbrough(3-1): 2, 3, 2,1
(4/10)
E Archer(4-1): 2, 1,2,2,3
(7/14)
D Davis(3-1):8,4,7,4
Garnet. Arty: T4, N4, H4, H4
Pender's Division - 2
(11/14)
B l/Perrin(3-1): M2, 4, 3, 2, 3
(6/13) D 2/Lane(4-1): 3, 2, 3, 3, 2
(4/10)
E 3/Thomas(4-1): 2, 3, 3, 2
(7/14) C 4/Scales(4-1): 2,4,3,3, M2
Poague Arty: T4, T4, N4, N4
Artillery Reserve
McInt. Arty: T4, T4, N4, W2
~~am~ty:~,~,~,~,~
Cavalry Corps

(18/25)
(16/22)

B
B

(8/14)

C
C
C
C
B

(12/21)
(3/5)
(7/10)

(17/20)

11 Corps [Ewell - 2]

Early's Division - 3
(12/22) C Hays(4-1): 4, 5, 5, 4, 4
(8/15) C Hoke(2-1): 4, 6, 5
(3/7) D Smith(3-1): 3, 2, 2
(6/12) B Gordon(S-2): 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2
Jones Arty: T4, T4, N4, N4
Johnson's Division - 2
(9/20) D Steuart(S-2): 2, 3, 4, 4, 4, 3
(6/12) C Nicholls(3-1): 3,2,3,2,2
(10/11) A Stonewall(4-2): 2,2,3,2,2
(6/14) D Jones(S-l): 2, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2
Latimer Arty: T6, T4, N4, N4
Rode's Division - 2
(10/21) C Daniel(4-1): 4, 5, 5, 4,3
(6/14) D Iverson(3-1): 4,4,3,3
(8/14) C Doles(4-1): 4, 3, 4,3
(6/11) C Ramseur(4-2): 3, 3, 2, 3
(7/18) D O'Neal(3-1): 3, 2, 4, 3, 4, B2
Carter Arty: T4, T4, N4, N4
Artillery Reserve
Dance Arty: T4, N4, N4, H4, H4
elson Arty: T4, T4, T4

UNION

FitzLee(6-1): P2, 5, 4, P4, PS, 5
Hampton(6-2): 4, P3, 4, P3, P4,
P4
WHF Lee(4-1):4, P3, P3, 4
Jenkins(S-l): 4, 5, PS, 3, P3, N2
Robertson(3-1): 2, 3
Jones(4-2): 3, 3, P2, P2
Imboden(S-l): 7, P7, P6, N3
Beckham Hrs. Arty: T2, N3,
N2, N2, N1, N1

COMBAT

I Corps [Reynolds
(16/18)

A

(11/21)

C

(SilO)
(4/11)
(8/15)
(5/12)
(7121)

D

E
C
D
D

(7/15)
(6/15)
(6/12)
(Sill)
(5/12)
(6/10)
(5/15)
(7/17)

RECORD

- 3]

1/1/1(Wdw 7-2): 3, 3, 4M,
4M,4
2/l/1: 5, 3, 3, 3, 4, 3
l/2/I(Rob 6-2): 2, 2, 2, 2, 2
2/2/1: 3,2,2,1,2,1
1/3/I(Dbdy 5-2): 4, 3, 4, 4
213/1: 4, 4, 4
*3/3/1: 7, 7, 7
Arty: T6, T4, N6, N6, N6

II Corps [Hancock
(3/8)
(5/6)

STRENGTH

- 3]

E
D
C
D
C
C
D
C
E

1/1/11(Cldw 10-3):3, Ml, 2, 2
211/11: 2, 1, 1, I, 1
3/1/11: 4, 4, 3, 4
4/l/1I: 1,4,4,4,2
1/2/I1(Gib 7-2): 2,3,3, Bl, 3
2/2/11: 3, 3, 2,3, Bl
312/11: 2,4,3,1,2
l/3/11(Hays 7-3): 2,3,3,2
2/3/11: B2, 4, M4, 2, 3

D

313/11:3,5,5,4

V Corps [Sykes - 2]

(3/7)
(4/10)
(8113)
(8118)
(Sill)
(12/18)

(10/18)
(9/22)

D
E
C

D
D
B
C
D

l/1/V(Bar7-2):2,1,2,2
2/1/V: 3,2,2,3
3/1/V: 4, M2, 3, 4
1121V(Ayr 8-3): 4, 1,3,5,5
2121V: 2, 2, 2, 2, 3
3121V: 5,4,5,4

l/3/V(Cra 6-2): MS, M3, 5, BS
3/3/V: M4, MS, M4, MS, M4

Arty: T6, T4, T4, N6, N6
VI Corps [Sedgewick

- 2]

C

l/l/VI(Wrt7-3):4,4,4,4

C

2/1/VI:3,4,S,4

C
E
D

3/l/VI: 5, M2, 4, M4
2/2/VI(How 6-2): 4, 4, 3, 4, 4
3/2/VI:2,Ml,4,4,4,4
1/3/VI(Nwt 7-2): 4,4,4,4,4

D
D

2/3/VI:S,S,3,4
3/3/VI: 4,5,4,5

(8/16)
(8/16)
(8/15)
(9/19)

D

(10/19)
(9/20)
(8/17)
(8/18)

Arty: T6, T6, T6, T6, N6, N6,
N6,N6
XI Corps [Howard - 1]
(6/15)
(5/14)
(6/13)
(8/19)
(7/18)
(7/16)

D
E

D
D

l/l/XI(Bar 6-2): 2, 5, 4, 4,
2/l/XI: 4, 3, 4, 3
l/2/XI(VnS 5-2): 3, 3, 4, 3
2/2/XI: 6,4,4,5

E

1/3/XI(Shu 6-2): 4, 4, 3, 4, 3

D

2/3/XI:3,4,3,4,M2

Arty: T6, T6, N6, N6, N4
XII Corps [Slocum
(8118)

D

- 1]

1/1/XII(Wms 7-2): 3, 4, 3, 3, 3,
2

(8/18)

C
D
D

(4/7)
(7/14)

C
C

(8/16)
(5/12)

*2/l/XII: 5, 5,6
3/l/XII: 3,3,2,2,2
l/2/XII(Gear 6-2): 3, 4, 3, 3, 3,
M2
2/2/XII: 3, 2, 2
3/2/XII: 3,2,3,3,3
Arty: T6, T4, N6, N4

Cavalry Corps

(9/16)

C

l/l/Cav(Buf - 3; Gamb 5-2):
5,2,4,5
2/1/Cav(Deu 5-1): 4, 4, 3, 2
R/l/Cav(Mer 7-2): 2, 3, 3, 3, 3
112lCav(Greg - 2; McI 6-2):
2, 1,3,2,3,2, N2
3/2/Cav(Grg 5-1): 3,4,4,3
l/3/Cav(Kpk - 1; Frn 5-1):
4,4,4,4
2/3/Cav(Cust4-3): 5, SS, S4, 6
Hrs. Arty: T6, T6, T6, N6, N6,
N6,N6,N6

(7/13)
(9/14)
(7/13)

C
B
C

(8/14)
(8/16)

C
C

(12/20)

C

Artillery

Reserve

Arty: T6, T6, T4, N6, N6
III Corps [Hill - 1]
III Corps [Sickles - 1]

Anderson's Division - 2
(8/18) D Wilcox(4-1): 4, 3, 4, 4, 3
(9/20) D Mahone(4-2): 5,4,4,3,4
(8/18) D Wright(4-1): 5, 5, 6, 2
(3/7) D Perry(2-1): 3, 2, 2
(9/20) D Posey(4-1):5, 6, 5, 4
Lane Arty: T4, N6, H6

(8/18)
(10/18)
(7/17)
(8/18)
(7/18)
(8/15)

D
C

l/l/III(Bir8-2): 2,4,3,4,2,3
2/l/II1: 3, 2, 2, 3, 2, 2, B2, B2

D

*3/1/III:4,S,3,4,1

D
E
C

2/2/III: 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3
*3/2/III: 3, 2, 2, 3, 3, 2

1/2/III(Hum 8-3): 3,3,3,4,2,3
Arty: T6, T6, T6, N6, N6

7 x T6, 1 x T4, 9 x N6, 2 x N4
Regiments are listed by strength and weapon;
regiment number without letter signifies "R"
weapon. Italicized regiments do not appear
with their brigade; *brigades do not appear
with their divisions. Leaders are indicated by
factors. A through E designations are morale
ratings.
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range to assault it, so that they can take it if
the Union player strips this front to reinforce
the hills. They will also serve to delay any
Union reinforcements arriving on the
Emmitsburg Road.
The meat of the Confederate force enters in a
huge mass, with Rodes and Early requiring
careful handling so that they do not become
inextricably entangled. The Confederate
Commander has a choice as to whether or not
to do some preparatory skirmishing-his
decision will be based on the strength of the
Union position. If the skirmishing can be
avoided, do so and just charge right in. The
sooner you can break the XI Corps, the better;
if you can do it soon enough, you can
sometimes utterly crush both XI and I Corps,
building up an insurmountable lead.
You must be careful to maintain the center of
your attack north and east of Cemetery Hill;
this will spread the Union defense as far as
possible. You have lnough LR's to attack on a
broad front. One brigade should be lurking in
the town, another, with Ewell and the cavalry,
should move deep around the Union right,
where they may be able to delay XII Corps and
the Supply Train. The rest should go in in
waves, with care being exercised to concentrate the losses in as few brigades as
possible. It is important to continue the attack
once the Union position is broken, since when
there are routed enemy units, and weakened
ones, the attrition rate becomes most
favorable.
The Artillery of Rodes and Early can be used
either for preparatory fire, or held back
limbered to be rushed into position on the
hills as soon as they fall. In some cases they
will have to be used to silence the
outnumbered Union guns before the assault
goes in.
LARGE

REGIMENT

ROSTER

Confederate

Heth: 8, 8, 7, 6, 6, 6, 4, 4
Rodes: 5, 5, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4
Early: 6, 5, S, 5, 4, 4, 4, 4
Anderson: 6, 6, 5, 5, 5, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4
Hood: 6, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4
McLaws: 6, 6, 5, 5, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4
Cavalry: 7, P7, P6; 5, P5, 4; 5, 5, PS, 4, 4, 4, 4,
4, P4, P4, P4
Pender: 4,4
Johnson: 4, 4, 4
Pickett: 4, 4, 4
Union

1 Cav: CS, CS, C4, C4, C4
2 Cav: C4, C4
3 Cav: C6, CS, SS, S4, C4, C4, C4, C4
1/1: 5, 4, 4, M4, M4
3/1: 7, 7, 7, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4
1/11: 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4
2/11: 4
3/11: 5, 5, 4, 4, M4
ilIII: 5, 4, 4, 4
21III: 4
I/V: 4, 4
21V: 5, 5, 5, 5, 4, 4, 4

3/V: 5, BS, MS, MS, MS, M4, M4, M4
IVI: 5, 5, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, M4
2/VI: 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4
3/VI: 5, 5, 5, 5, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4
l/XI: 5, 4, 4, 4, 4
2/XI: 6, 5, 4, 4, 4
3/XI: 4, 4, 4, 4, 4
l/XII: 6, 5, 5, 4
2/XII: 4

RULE CHANGES AND
CLARIFICATIONS
Some few of the rules in TSS appear to need
changes and/or clarifications;
I have
employed the following changes.
[10.82] Change: Artillery Losses From Small
Arms Fire
When defending artillery receives a numerical
result from enemy small-arms fire, the effect
is modified. The artillery unit is "Pinned" and
loses a number of guns equal to one less than
the numerical result. I.e., a result of "2" pins
the artillery unit and causes the loss of one
gun, a result of "I" would only pin the
artillery unit. This change somewhat increases the vulnerability of Artillery to close
range small-arms fire, reflecting the fact that
Artillery cannot operate in close proximity to
enemy troops continuously without loss. The
loss represents crew casualties rather than
guns actually destroyed.
[10.84] Pull Back Option: A player may
indicate, at the start of any enemy offensive
fire phase, that he is "Pulling back" a given
Officer's command. This decision has the
effect of converting any and all "Pin" results
on units in that command into "I" results.
Units of Commands exercising this option
may not initiate melee on their next following
movement phase. The indication may not be
made for less than a whole command
(Brigade/Division).
[6.14] Mounted Cavalry Fire Ability change:
...but they may not fire in any fire phase
(add-except
for Confederate Cavalry armed
with "P" Type weapons, which can fire
normally while mounted.)
[25.0] Artillery Accuracy add: Confederate
Whitworth Rifles need not roll for overshoot
unless it fires more than 35 hexes-then all
overshoot is two hexes.
[9.0] Terrain Clarification:
The hexsides
dividing hex 2204A from hex 2104A and
210SA; and those dividing hex 1120A from
1020A; and 1121A from 1220A; and 220SA
from 230SA, are considered to be two-sided
ridge hexsides for units outside of the
Railroad Cut.
[10.75] Line of Sight Clarification: where an
LOS corresponds to a hexside which divides a
hex containing blocking terrain from a hex
with no blocking terrain, the LOS is Blocked.
Likewise, when the LOS coincides with the
junction of two hexsides, one of which is a
blocking or protective hexside, the LOS is
Blocked and/or the unit defending receives
the protective benefit.

A Note From the Designer:
It should be pointed out here that the new
Morale rules [printed in Moves 31 and available as errata] tend to vitiate several of the
points Mr. Thomas makes. For example, no
longer do LR's stand up to rout better than
smaller units. Moreover, the new Morale rules
have changed the opening few hours of the
game to some degree: a direct, frontal assault
is much more risky than it previously was.
Readers and players should remember this
when implementing
Mr. Thomas' suggestions. Furthermore, in light of the errata in
MOVES
31 I would recommend players
ignore completely Mr. Thomas' rules change
suggestion for 10.82. As a matter offact, the
only of his suggested changes of any interest
are those for 6.14 and 10.75.
+Richard Berg
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A'ITENTION TEACHERS:
Obtain Free Subscription to
SPI Educational
Games Newsletter
For years teachers have been using SPI
games in the classroom. And for years SPI
has been unable to provide much more
than new games and encouragement.
However, we are currently developing
educational aids for our games (as well as
games designed primarily for classroom
use). To maximize teacher participation,
we are publishing a newsletter for
teachers who use our games in the classroom. The newsletter will contain information on what SPI and teachers are doing
(or are planning on doing) with the games
as educational aids. The newsletter will be
published during the school year (SeptJune), either three or four issues a year.
The newsletter will be sent, FREE, to the
school address of any interested teachers.
Just send your name and school address
(as well as the grades and/or subjects
taught) to SPIIEducational Games Newsletter, 44 East 23rd St., NY, NY 10010.
The newsletter is intended primarily for
secondary and college level teachers,

